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Customer Reviews

This product is an excellent Kalmus production (K 03002) with a thick cover and highly acute print. Of course, the entire set of 8 beautiful Spanish piano pieces are presented with sufficient annotations (no fingering) to give you the flavor: Suite Espanola, Granada, Cataluna, Sevilla, Cadiz, Asturias, Aragon, Castilla, Cuba. I think it is understood that no score could be notated enough to allow the pianist to interpret exactly the Albeniz Spanish flavor but I believe there are sufficient notations; the Spanish feel has to come from listening and feeling this music and I would recommend playing the CD by Guillermo Gonzalez - http://www..com/dp/B00000I7RS/ref=pe_58730_26560540_pe_vfe_dp2. I hope this helps you purchase this book.
Isaac Albeniz truly writes beautiful music for the piano. Any true piano player will fall in love with his breath taking music. Please buy it.

The edition is really nice but I can see the paper is cheap enough. (but ok). Play everything except 2 pieces that suck a little (find which!). It has some of the best pieces Albeniz has written and must be played by every pianist student. Period.
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